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Studies have demonstrated that non–MSI-H/pMMR colorectal cancer (CRC) has a worse
prognosis and relapse rate than microsatellite instability-high (MSI-H)/mismatch repair
deficient (dMMR) CRC. Hence, searching for a novel tool to advance the prognostic
management of non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC is vital. In this study, using three independent
public cohorts and a clinical in-house cohort, we developed and validated a microsatellite
stable–associated signature (MSSAS). The initial signature establishment was performed
in GSE39582 (n = 454). This was followed by independent validation of this signature in The
Cancer Genome Atlas–CRC (n = 312), GSE39084 (n = 54), and in-house cohort (n = 146).
As a result, MSSAS was proven to be an independent risk factor for overall survival and
relapse-free survival in non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC. Receiver operating characteristic analysis
showed that MSSAS had a stable and accurate performance in all cohorts for 1, 3, and
5 years, respectively. Further analysis suggested that MSSAS performed better than age,
gender, and the T, N, M, and AJCC stages, adjuvant chemotherapy, tumor mutation
burden, neoantigen, and TP53, KRAS, BRAF, and PIK3CA mutations. The clinical
validation was executed to further ensure the robustness and clinical feasibility of this
signature. In conclusion, MSSAS might be a robust and promising biomarker for
advancing clinical management of non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite tremendous advances in the treatment of cancer, colorectal cancer (CRC) remains the
second leading cause of cancer-related deaths (Carethers and Doubeni, 2020). Based on mutational
status, CRC can be divided into mismatch repair deficient (dMMR)/microsatellite instability-high
(MSI-H) and mismatch repair proficient (pMMR)/non–MSI-H tumors (Ganesh et al., 2019; Endo
et al., 2020). Chemotherapy alone (5-fluorouracil) or in combination with radiation is the standard
treatment for patients with advanced CRC (Maiuthed et al., 2018; Dekker et al., 2019). Although
non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC has better efficacy for 5-fluorouracil–based chemotherapy, non–MSI-H/
pMMR CRC patients have demonstrated a worse prognosis and higher relapse rate (Lizardo et al.,
2020). In recent years, immunotherapy has attracted tremendous attention due to its significant
effect on solid tumors, including CRC (Liu et al., 2021a). Accumulating evidence has revealed that
immunotherapy improves the prognosis of MSI-H/pMMR CRC patients but has no effect on
non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC (Biller and Schrag, 2021). Besides, non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC patients are
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FIGURE 1 | The flowchart of this study.
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likely to develop resistance after immunotherapy (Kather et al.,
2018). Considering the dismal prognosis, recurrence, and the
unsatisfactory immunotherapeutic outcomes of non–MSI-H/
pMMR CRC, assessing the risk of non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC
for further clinical intervention is warranted.

We hypothesized that comprehensively identifying core
prognosis–related genes to construct a predictive model would
enhance the accuracy of prognosis evaluation for non–MSI-H/
pMMR CRC patients. Commonly used genetic testing techniques
such as quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-
PCR) are currently defective in detecting a large number of genes
(Liu et al., 2021b), while the development of bioinformatics has

made this possible. Presently, it is very easy to use large-scale
genes for subsequent analyses. Furthermore, with the tremendous
progress of machine learning, such as the least absolute shrinkage
and selection operator (LASSO) algorithm, the most important
elements in gene expression profiles can be determined and
models with powerful extrapolation capabilities fitted (Liu
et al., 2021c).

In our study, three independent public cohorts (n = 820) were
used to develop and validate a microsatellite stable–associated
signature (MSSAS). A total of 146 non–MSI-H CRC tissues were
collected for external verification to assess the robustness and
accuracy of MSSAS. Finally, a novel six-genes signature was

FIGURE 2 | The development of the MSSAS signature based on the LASSO stepwise Cox regression algorithms. (A) Ten-fold cross-validations to tune the
parameter selection in the LASSO model. (B) LASSO coefficient profiles of the candidate genes for MSSAS construction. The vertical lines are drawn at the optimal
values by minimum criteria. (C) Coefficients of six genes finally obtained in stepwise Cox regression.
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reported. This signature not only offers robust and high reliability
in identifying patients at high recurrence risk and worse overall
survival but also can be readily applied into clinical practice due
to the inexpensiveness and simplicity of the PCR-based assays.
Taken together, MSSAS provides an excellent platform for
assessing prognosis and recurrence risk and might be a
promising tool to facilitate the clinical management of
non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Collection and Processing
The overall flowchart is shown in Figure 1. Three independent
CRC cohorts were retrieved from the Gene Expression
Omnibus (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo) and The
Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA, https://portal.gdc.cancer.
gov), including GSE39582, GSE92921, and TCGA-CRC. The
microarray data were normalized by the robust multi-array
average algorithm, and the RNA-seq raw count data were
performed by transcripts per kilobase million and log-2
transformation. A combat algorithm was used to remove

the batch effects in Meta-Cohort (derived from three
microarray data sets). In these three cohorts, patients who
met the following criteria were retained: those with 1) mRNA
expression data, 2) survival information, 3) microsatellite state
information, and 4) no preoperative radiotherapy or
chemotherapy received. Ultimately, TCGA-CRC had
54 MSI-H CRC and 312 non–MSI-H CRC; GSE39582 had
77 dMMR CRC and 459 proficient mismatch repair (pMMR)
CRC; and GSE39084 had 16 MSI-H CRC and 54 non–MSI-H
CRC. The detailed baseline is summarized in Supplementary
Table S1.

Identification of Microsatellite
Stable–Related Prognostic Genes
To identify the microsatellite stable (MSS)–related prognostic
genes, we developed a pipeline as follows: 1) across the three
cohorts, the limma package was applied to perform differential
analysis between the non–MSI-H/PMMR CRC and MSI-H/
dMMR CRC groups with an FDR < 0.01; the overlap of the
three cohorts was defined as MSS-related genes. Subsequently,
univariate Cox regression analysis was performed on these genes.

FIGURE 3 | Kaplan–Meier analysis of OS according to MSSAS. Kaplan–Meier curves of OS according to the MSSAS in GSE39582 (A), TCGA–CRC (B),
GSE39084 (C), and Meta-Cohort (D).
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Ultimately, genes with a hazards ratio (HR) consistently >1 or <1
and p < 0.05 across the three cohorts were considered as stable
prognostic genes.

Establishment of Microsatellite
Stable–Associate Signature
The LASSO is a prevalent machine learning algorithm, which
was employed for variable selection to identify key genes in
this study. By 10-fold cross-validation, the optimal lambda was

FIGURE 4 | Multivariable Cox regression analysis of OS. Multivariable Cox regression analysis of MSSAS for OS in GSE39582 (A), TCGA–CRC (B), and
GSE39084 (C).
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generated when the partial likelihood deviance reached the
minimum value. To make our signature more practical, we
further adopted the stepwise Cox algorithm and generated a
risk score formula which includes the regression coefficients of
weighted genes.

Human Colorectal Cancer Specimens and
Quantitative Real-Time Polymerase Chain
Reaction Analysis
A total of 146 frozen resected CRC tissues with non–MSI-H
were collected from The First Affiliated Hospital of Zhengzhou
University. The clinical staging of the specimens was based on
NCCN (2019) guidelines; see Supplementary Table S1 for the
detailed baseline data of our samples. Total RNA was isolated
with RNAiso Plus reagent (Waltham, MA, United States) as
described previously (Liu et al., 2021b; Liu et al., 2021c; Liu
et al., 2021d; Zhang et al., 2021). The primer sequences of the
included six genes and GAPDH are shown in Supplementary
Table S2. The details of the qRT-PCR analysis are described in
the Supplementary Material.

Statistical Analysis
The survival package was used to conduct Kaplan–Meier and
multivariate Cox regression analyses. The optimal cut-off value
was determined by the survminer package. The timeROC package
was performed to plot time-dependent receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves, and comparisons of the
concordance index (C-index) among the variables were
conducted by using the compareC package. All data
processing, statistical analyses, and plotting were conducted in
R 4.0.5 software.

RESULTS

Construction and Validation of
Microsatellite Stable–Associated Signature
A total of 307 overlapped genes were obtained with differential
analyses for these three cohorts. After univariate Cox regression,
11 genes in the three cohorts were defined as stable MSS-related
prognostic genes (Supplementary Table S3). Subsequently,
LASSO Cox regression was performed to identify eight key

FIGURE 5 | Kaplan–Meier analysis of RFS according to MSSAS. Kaplan–Meier curves of RFS according to the MSSAS in GSE39582 (A), TCGA–CRC (B),
GSE39084 (C), and Meta-Cohort (D).
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genes, and these genes were subjected to stepwise Cox regression
(Figures 2A,B). Ultimately, the MSSAS composed of six genes
was developed (Figure 2C). A risk score was established
according to the expression of the six genes weighted by their
regression coefficients in a penalized Cox model as follows: risk
score = −0.189*Exp (ITGB8-AS1) −0.270*Exp (EPHB2)
−0.319*Exp (ATOH1) −0.196*Exp (HACL1) +0.237*Exp (Lnc-
ZFAT-1) +0.311*Exp (ERICH3) (Figure 2C). The risk scores of
all patients with non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC were calculated from
this formula. The overall survival (OS) was significantly worse in
the high-risk group across GSE39582 [HR: 2.490 (2.126–2.917);

log-rank test, p < 0.0001; Figure 3A], TCGA-CRC [HR: 2.69
(2.116–3.425); log-rank test, p < 0.0001; Figure 3B], GSE39084
[HR: 2.930 (1.864–4.604); log-rank test, p < 0.0001; Figure 3C],
and Meta-Cohort [HR: 2.584 (2.282–2.925); log-rank test, p <
0.0001; Figure 3D] than in the low-risk group. After controlling
for gender; age; T stage, N stage, M stage, and AJCC stage;
adjuvant chemotherapy (ACT); tumor mutation burden (TMB);
neoantigen; and TP53, KRAS, BRAF, and PIK3CA mutations,
MSSAS remained statistically significant for predicting the OS in
the three cohorts, which suggested that MSSAS was an
independent risk factor for the OS (Figures 4A–C).

FIGURE 6 | Multivariable Cox regression analysis of RFS. Multivariable Cox regression analysis of MSSAS for RFS in GSE39582 (A), TCGA–CRC (B), and
GSE39084 (C).
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Furthermore, we next explored the clinical significance of MSSAS
in assessing the relapse-free survival (RFS). Similarly, the high-
risk group also has dramatically dismal RFS in GSE39582 [HR:
1.674 (1.468–1.909); log-rank test, p < 0.0001; Figure 5A],
TCGA-CRC [HR: 1.796 (1.037–3.110); log-rank test, p =
0.0027; Figure 5B], GSE39084 [HR: 1.892 (1.069–3.349); log-
rank test, p = 0.0067; Figure 5C], and Meta-Cohort [HR: 1.697
(1.550–1.917); log-rank test, p < 0.0001; Figure 5D]. After the
adjustments of available clinical variables, MSSAS remained
statistically significant, which revealed that MSSAS was also an
independent risk factor for RFS in non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC
(Figures 6A–C).

Signature Predictive Capability
Subsequently, we evaluated the predictive capability of MSSAS in
patients with non–MSI-H/pMMRCRC. The ROC analyses displayed
that the areas under the curve of 1, 3, and 5 years were 0.836, 0.776,
and 0.739 for GSE39582 (Figure 7A); 0.853, 0.736, and 0.721 for
TCGA-CRC (Figure 7B); and 0.926, 0.797, and 0.769 for GSE39084
(Figure 7C), respectively. The C-indexes were 0.731 (0.689–0.773) in
GSE39582, 0.796 (0.747–0.844) in TCGA-CRC, and 0.782
(0.691–0.873) in GSE39084, separately. These results revealed the
high precision and value of MSSAS in forecasting the prognosis of
non–MSI-H/pMMRCRC patients within 5 years. Moreover, MSSAS
showed better performance than gender; age; T, N, M, and AJCC
stages; ACT; TMB; neoantigen; andTP53,KRAS,BRAF, and PIK3CA
mutations (Figures 7D–F), which indicated that MSSAS might be a
promising surrogate in clinical settings.

Validation of the Microsatellite
Stable–Associated Signature in Our Clinical
Cohort
A total of 146 non–MSI-H CRC tissues were collected. The qRT-
PCR assays were conducted to confirm the clinical translations of
this six-genes signature. Consistently, patients in the high-risk
group presented much worse OS and RFS than those in the low-
risk group (Figures 8A,B). Also, multivariate Cox regression
analysis indicated that MSSAS remained remarkably significant
for the OS [HR: 3.966 (2.626–5.990); log-rank test, p < 0.001;
Figure 8C] and RFS [HR: 3.095 (2.185–4.382); log-rank test, p <
0.001; Figure 8D] after adjusting for other clinical traits in
non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC. The areas under the curve were
0.887, 0.812, and 0.713 at 1, 3, and 5 years, respectively
(Figure 8E), and the C-index was also much more significant
than other traditional factors (Figure 8F). These results indicate
that MSSAS displayed a robust and powerful performance in
assessing the prognosis of non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC patients.

DISCUSSION

CRC is a highly heterogeneous malignancy with complicated
pathological processes and mechanisms (Picard et al., 2020; Liu
et al., 2021d). 5-Fluorouracil chemotherapy alone or
chemotherapy in combination with radiotherapy is the standard
treatment for advanced CRC (Maiuthed et al., 2018; Dekker et al.,

FIGURE 7 | Evaluation of MSSAS in three cohorts. Time-dependent ROC analysis for predicting OS at 1, 3, and 5 years in GSE39582 (A), TCGA–CRC (B), and
GSE39084 (C). The performance of MSSAS was compared with common clinical and molecular variables in predicting prognosis across GSE39582 (D), TCGA-CRC
(E), and GSE39084 (F).
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2019). Compared with MSI-H/dMMR CRC, non–MSI-H/pMMR
CRC generally has a higher response rate to 5-fluorouracil–based
chemotherapy (Webber et al., 2015). Unfortunately, the prognosis
and recurrence rate of non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC patients are
significantly worse (Vilar and Gruber, 2010). In recent years,
immunotherapy has caused a great sensation due to its significant
effect on the treatments of solid tumors (Liu et al., 2021a).
Immunotherapy has improved the prognosis for patients with
MSI-H/dMMR CRC indeed, but it has not been effective in
non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC, which accounts for 95% of metastatic
CRC (Le et al., 2015; Eng et al., 2019). Therefore, in view of the worse
prognosis, higher recurrence rate, and limitations of immunotherapy
in non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC, evaluating the risk of non–MSI-H/
pMMRCRC to select the optimized clinical intervention is necessary.

Benefiting from the emergence of bioinformatics and artificial
intelligence, the use of machine learning algorithms can screen out
several core indicators that are important for predicting prognosis
from a large scale of gene sets (Tibshirani, 1997). This actually

conforms to a biological scale-free network dominated by several
hub nodes (Zhang and Horvath, 2005). Hence, a new signature to
assess the prognosis and recurrence risk of non–MSI-H/pMMR
CRC was developed for the first time. The stable and reproducible
results of MSSAS on multiple data sets and our qRT-PCR
experimental data suggest that it not only is a stable and highly
reliable signature but also has outstanding specificity and sensitivity.
In addition, our model has a high value of clinical application given
that qRT-PCR is simple and inexpensive to perform.

In our work, a prognosis and the relapse signature consisting
of six genes were constructed, including ITGB8-AS1, EPHB2,
ATOH1, HACL1, ERICH3, and Lnc-ZFAT-1. Studies have
confirmed that most of these genes are associated with the
development of tumors. For instance, ITGB8-AS1 has been
shown to be a biomarker for the growth and migration of
CRC (Lin et al., 2021). The inactivation of EPHB2 accelerates
the occurrence of CRC. Besides, EPHB2 mutations are closely
associated with tumor suppression in gastric cancer and involved

FIGURE 8 | Validation of MSSAS in our clinical cohort. Kaplan–Meier curves of OS (A) and RFS (B) according to the MSSAS. Multivariate Cox regression analysis of
MSSAS for OS (C) and RFS (D). (E) Time-dependent ROC analysis for predicting OS at 1, 3, and 5 years. (F). The performance of MSSAS was compared with common
clinical and molecular variables in predicting prognosis.
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in the prognosis and metastasis of other tumors such as Ewing
sarcoma (Davalos et al., 2007; Keskin et al., 2021). ATOH1 is a
target of the JNK1 and MUC2 pathways and closely associated
with the proliferation, invasion, andmetastasis of CRC cells (Shen
et al., 2018). HACL1 is closely related to small-cell lung cancer,
and ERICH3 may be a key biomarker in nasopharyngeal
carcinoma (Owonikoko et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2019). The
relationship of Lnc-ZFAT-1 with cancer has not been reported in
studies and needs to be further explored. Based on these six key
genes, the MSSAS signature was finally established, which has
been excellently displayed in predicting the prognosis of
non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC patients. Multiple Cox regression
analysis demonstrated that MSSAS was an independent feature
after adjusting for other traditional clinical characteristics. What
is more important, in three external data sets, MSSAS illustrated
high calibration and discrimination in estimating the prognosis of
non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC at 1, 3, and 5 years. In order to test the
extrapolation ability of our signature, we performed qRT-PCR
experiments on 146MSI-H FFPE CRC tissues, and then validated
the model according to its results, which showed that our
signature is reliable and has high practicability in different
cohorts. Besides, as we have previously demonstrated, patients
with a score showed poor prognosis and RFS.

As far as we know, no one has yet developed prognostically
relevant gene markers for non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC patients, and
our signature fills the gap in this field. Prior to us, investigators have
developed a number of biomolecular markers to predict the clinical
outcomes of CRC patients (Jorissen et al., 2009; Salazar et al., 2011; Li
et al., 2020). Compared with these studies, our signature has several
advantages and innovations: 1) fewer genes have been included in the
signature, making MSSAS easier to implement; 2) a variety of
statistical algorithms were performed to estimate the calibration
and discrimination of our signature. This maintained robust and
powerful results at 1, 3, and 5 years; 3) external validation was
performed using qRT-PCR experiments to confirm the accuracy
and extrapolation ability of MSSAS. Despite the great potential
clinical application value of MSSAS signature, it also has some
limitations, for example, a prospective multicenter cohort is still
necessary to further verify its performance.

In summary, using a systematic and comprehensive biomarker
discovery and validation approach, we developed and
experimentally validated a six-genes signature with a stable
and powerful performance in evaluating the prognosis of

non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC. It has demonstrated that our
MSSAS signature might be a promising biomarker to facilitate
the clinical management for non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC patients.
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